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Abstract - The recession is the fascinating & multidimensional Phenomenon that had been on the headlines from time to 
time. The purpose of this paper is to explore the major tools which the company can use during the upcoming recession & 
how they can effectively change their marketing activities during that upcoming Recession. 
From the findings of the empirical studies, it was noticed that during the recession there was a big change in the company 
strategies i.e. either they have started considering new factors like positive attitude, low budget plan, focus on more customer 
but they did not implement the lean strategy. Through the paper, the enlightenment on the lean technology is focussed & 
through proper implementation of the lean technology in the organization & its positive factors to the organization have been 
discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Each new recession results in painful experiences, 
however, unwellness resistant bodies might 
strengthen immunity when the disease. So as to form 
companies recession-resistant or get out of recession, 
promoting ways are very important tools and that 
they should be thought of by firms before and 
through the recession. According to Latham and 
Braun (2009) despite the many researchears 
mentioned regarding recessions, many analysis 
studies have examined the difficulty of how to 
facilitate companies to survive and acquire out of 
Recession. A recession happens with totally different 
amplitude and frequency during a worldwide 
economy. Typically, it is strong and worldwide and 
on the opposite hand it may be native and its effects 
may be insignificant. 
 
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
The system of collection knowledge for analysis 
projects is known as analysis methodology. The data 
may be collected for either theoretical or sensible 
analysis. Formulating of analysis queries along with 
sampling weather probable or non-probable is 
followed by an activity that has surveyed and scaling. 
This is followed by analysis design, which may be 
either experimental or quasi-experimental. 
 
III. DATA COLLECTION 
 
A total of 116 questionnaire forms received by way 
of primary data collection was loaded to the SPSS 
software for the Initial analysis.  Overall, there were 
116 criteria, which were used to find out the best tool 
for the government as well as the organization to 
follow during the recession time. 

 
IV. ANALYSIS 
 
Future Strategies for the Recession survival that the 
managers took were asked how they changed their 
marketing strategies during the economical prices of 
(08-10) and how they will cope if the recession 
further arises back in the country. In order to know 
their future is a strategy, 11 variables were decided 
for the Likert scale from 1= strongly agree to 5= least 
agree. For the analysis, we have used the principal 
component factor. Factor analysis is the process in 
which huge data set is shrink into smaller data set. It 
is a tool which used to keep the similar type of the 
variables together. 
PCA may be a technique used for the identification of 
a smaller variety and uncorrelated variables called 
principal elements. it's used to establish robust pattern 
within the information set. Through the analysis and 
compare have been known together which contain 
75.288% of the variance Table. 
After drawing the major factor, a response was again 
examined through chi-square test to check the 
relationship between the key factor and the response 
from the working officials of the various department. 
 
Interpretation: 
The first variable i.e. Strategy to satisfy the customer 
need occupy 24.572% of the variance table. It 
contains the strategy to satisfy the customer need that 
is the strategy and Organisation made of during the 
recession time in order to satisfy the customer need 
and to gain a competitive advantage over the 
competitor. 
The second variable i.e. Internal strategy that an 
organization follows during the recession. It occupies 
18.663% of the total variance table. It focuses on the 
strategies like acquisition, research, and development 
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which may change during the recession used as an 
effective tool during the recession. 
The third variable i.e.16.428% of the variance table. 
The third variable covers the lean technology that will 
be used as an effective tool during the recession time. 
In the Lean Technology strategy, the big type of 
product is manufactured at a lower price and at the 

higher quality. It also guides the employee by giving 
multiple tasks. 
The fourth factor which occupies 15.62% of the 
variance table. The IV factor "personality trait" that 
describe the attitude the company may develop 
during the recession. The IV factor may be used to 
establish an image of the product or the company 
during the recession time. 

 
Rotated Component Matrix (a) 

Factors 1 2 3 4 

Positive attitude .166 .118 .311 .758 

Avoid fear .414 .065 .389 .681 

Advantage of Recession .648 .256 .160 0.493 

Unique value .792 .222 .353 .001 

Promise and deliver value .886 .224 -.100 .120 

Low budget plan .776 -.116 .388 .218 

Lean Technology Method .098 .018 .731 -.034 

Focus on core business .109 .062 .836 .060 

Research & development .057 .734 .097 .377 

Contingency .149 .737 0.452 -0.087 

Acquisition .193 .878 -.151 -.001 
 
Hypothesis Testing using Chi-Square Test: 
HO: There is no relationship between Recession & The effective use of Lean Technology as a tool for future 
survival. 
H1:  There is a strong relationship between Recession & The effective use of Lean Technology as a tool for 
future survival. 
 
Statistical Test: Chi-Square test of Contingency 
Level of significance: α=0.05 
Case Processing Summary 

Case Processing Summary 

 
Cases 

Valid Missing Total 

 N Percent N Percent N Percent 

Info about the recession that may 
come *Lean Technology is the 

future tool 
116 100.0% 0 .0% 116 100.0% 

 
Interpretation: 
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The Table Labelled Case Processing Summary shows valid responses as 116, no missing values and a total 
number of observations as 116. 
Chi-Square Tests 

Chi-Square Tests   

 Value df 
Asymp. Sig. 

(2sided) 
Exact sig. 
(2 sided) 

Exact sig. 
(1 sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 
A 

31.913 
1 .000   

Likelihood Ratio 28.918 1 .000   

Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

Fisher Exact Test 
31.635 1 .000 .000 .000 

N of Valid Cases 116     

a. The minimum expected count is 5.60   

 
Interpretation: 
The Pearson Chi-Square Value (31.913) is significant. (P-Value is 0.0000) at the level of significance 0.05 
Thus, the Null Hypothesis is rejected and Alternate Hypothesis is accepted. 
From the above test, it is confirmed that as the future survival strategy Lean Technology can be used 
effectively. 
 
V. KEY FINDINGS 
 
The lean philosophy is all regarding eliminating 
waste and synchronizing requirements so as to on the 
short and long run meet the necessities of the market. 
The lean philosophy is expressed in many totally 
different statements: achieving a lot of with fewer 
individuals, reducing non-value-adding activities, 
slimming etc. Lean is usually related to potency, 
reducing the surplus. This, however, is simply one 
aspect of the lean philosophy. An important aspect of 
the lean philosophy could be a continuous effort for 
the unflawed product, which will be delivered on 
demand, client specific, while not wasting material, 
labor hours, and other resources (energy) in a very 
safe (both physical, emotional furthermore as 
professional) working atmosphere. Lean principles, 
practices, and tools to make precise client value — 
merchandise and services with higher quality and 
fewer defects — with less human effort, less space, 
less capital, and less time than the standard system of 
production. 
The lean philosophy could be a continuous 
improvement philosophy till now the organization has 
not utilized as Lean Technology as the effective tool 
for the recession in future. Through the Lean 
Technology, the organization may achieve the 
benefit. 

 Cost reduction 
 Reduction of defective parts 

 Improvement of the distribution channel 
 Reorganization of failed market product 
 Meeting the customer demand 

5 principals of lean Technology: 
 Value 
 Value stream 
 Flow 
 Pull 
 Perfection 

 
The Lean Path: 
In order to implement Lean technology in the 
organization the following six steps are required: 

 Lean pre-class 
 Visual Workplace Organization 
 Value Stream Mapping 
 Kaizen Events 
 Training Within Industry 
 Performance Management System 

Lean Technology apart from the organisation external 
strategies it also provides a framework to the internal 
structure of the organisation. The Lean Technology 
help in making the external environment in the 
following ways: - 

 Creating a respect among the employee 
 Sharing the valuable and requirement 

information among the organisation easily 
 Help in building the effective and efficient 

teamwork 
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 Creating and providing a support to the 
organisation for the monitoring 

 Maintaining the structural cultural 
 Providing Full support in order to adopt for 

the new monument as well as the technology 
needs of the organisation 

After the successful implementation of the Lean 
technology in the industries. The following things 
were observed: 

1) Cross-trained staff increase 
2) slow down the value to urge the purchasers 

in service sector 
3) suggests the cash drain purpose within the 

organisation 
4) Improve client communication 
5) Improve flexibility relating to the 

amendment 
6) Improve seller and provide system 
7) Operation value reduction 
8) sociologist principal to spot the waste so as 

to cut the shop value 
9) Reduced straps and waste 
10) Reduction of hold on cash 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
“Lean technology the tool for future for all the 
organization” 
The main purpose of this paper is to help the various 
government and public-sector organization to make a 
strategy so as to cope with the recession. If it further 
occurs with a special emphasis on the "Lean 
Technology method". During the recession time, the 
"lean" can be used as a gun to shoot the 
ghost(recession). It also provides an addition oxygen 
supply to the companies to sustain in this Downturn 
market. As the implementation of Lean Technology is 
very fast and very adaptive to the needs of the 
organization and their client and provides a strength 
like a backbone to the organization. 
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